The past few years have dramatically changed the view of high performance applications and computing. While traditionally applications have been targeted towards dedicated parallel machines, we see the emerging trend of building \meta-applications" composed of several modules that exploit heterogeneous platforms employing hybrid forms of parallelism. In this paper we present OpusJava, a Java based component framework that facilitates a seamless integration of high performance modules into distributed applications.
Introduction
Advanced scienti c applications are often built by composing existing software components that exploit specialized computing and algorithmic resources 1;2 . In particular, high performance components are being employed and need to cooperate in distributed heterogeneous environments for generating a solution.
We refer to such applications as Distributed High Performance Computing (DHPC) applications. Although several component frameworks are being developed that support DHPC applications (cf. Section 5), these systems are typically at a quite low level and do not provide a seamless and e cient integration of high performance modules (written e.g. in MPI or HPF).
In this paper we present the design of OpusJava, a Java interface to the coordination language Opus 3;4 that provides a high level, comprehensive model for DHPC. OpusJava combines the strengths of Opus (especially the integration of task-and data parallelism) with the strengths of Java (especially the dynamic networking features).
While Opus provides e cient support for coupling modules which exploit hybrid forms of parallelism on homogeneous systems, it lacks support for language interoperability and heterogeneous platforms 5 . OpusJava is designed to bridge the gap between e cient high performance computing and dynamic distributed computing by facilitating a seamless integration of high performance modules into larger distributed systems via a high level component model that hides low level details such as communication, data format conversion, or thread synchronization.
2 Overview of the Opus Language and Implementation Design Opus 3;4 introduces a small set of extensions to HPF designed to coordinate an e cient parallel execution of multiple, independent program modules. At the heart of these extensions is an abstract data type called ShareD Abstraction, or SDA, whose purpose is to provide a means for encapsulation of data and methods (procedures) which act on this data. SDAs may exploit data parallelism in that the internal data of SDAs as well as the data of SDA methods may be distributed. By creating an instance of an SDA type an SDA object (or simply SDA) is generated. During its lifetime an SDA executes asynchronously in a separate address space and can be accessed through calls to its methods.
An SDA method can be invoked synchronously, where the caller is blocked until control returns, or asynchronously, where the caller does not have to wait for the completion of the method. Explicit synchronization is possible via event variables that can be bound to asynchronous method invocations. Arguments are passed with copy in/copy out semantics. In general, each method has exclusive access to the data of the SDA, much like in monitors. A method may have an associated condition clause, specifying a logical expression, which guards the method's activation.
At runtime, an SDA is conceptually represented by a (data parallel) thread of control 6 . This conceptual thread is realized by two independent threads that communicate via a shared memory area. In particular, the runtime components of an SDA are: (1) a shared memory area, which contains queues for temporarily storing Method Invocation requests (MIs). These queues, which are called MI-queues, are necessary because of the conditional method execution in Opus. (2) The Server Thread which receives MIs, unmarshals input arguments and places the request into the shared memory area (in the form of execution records, the runtime representation of MIs). (3) The Execution Thread which retrieves records from the shared memory area, evaluates the condition-clauses and executes the respective methods that are compiled to internal subroutines of the execution thread.
OpusJava
OpusJava is a Java framework that provides Opus functionalities. Thus, it can be seen as the Java binding of Opus. Similar to Opus, OpusJava provides a high level component model (SDAs) with plug compatibility among components, a hybrid parallelism model, and high level coordination means.
Moreover, OpusJava facilitates the integration of HPF modules in a dispaper: submitted to World Scienti c on October 25, 1999 tributed Java application by providing an interface to Opus. Language interoperability is furthermore ensured by the standardized Java Native Interface (JNI). OpusJava does not pose any restrictions to the Java programming style.
In particular, Java's multithreading features may well be exploited within SDAs. The OpusJava API is modeled after the Opus syntax to provide a common look-and-feel. By exploiting advanced Java features such as the re ection mechanism, we were able to avoid language extensions (that would have caused associated compiler development) and IDLs in our design of OpusJava. This fact favors a wide spread use of OpusJava by making the framework easily available on any platform providing a JVM. Moreover, the absence of compilation requirements allows the integration of dynamically loaded byte-code modules into OpusJava applications.
OpusJava introduces only two new objects visible to the user: the nal class SDA, which de nes a stub for remote SDA objects, and the nal class Event, which is used to reference asynchronous method invocations.
A remote SDA is created by instantiating a new object of type SDA. After its creation, a remote SDA is accessible via the SDA stub. The SDA stub provides methods for calling remote methods in a synchronous (call) and asynchronous (spawn) way. The arguments of these methods are the remote method name and an array of input parameters for the remote method. A terminate method for gracefully destroying remote objects is provided as well. Although Java does not provide means for destroying objects, SDAs may be native (HPF) objects and thus support for explicit termination is desirable. The call method blocks the caller until the results are available, while the spawn method returns an Event object immediately and allows the caller to resume its execution. An Event is a pointer to a remote asynchronous method invocation and can be used for synchronization later on.
The remote counterpart of the SDA stub is the SDA Implementation Skeleton which is realized by the Java class SDAImpl. For every SDA object, an SDAImpl object is created automatically which handles all the interaction with the associated SDA. In particular, methods of the SDA are invoked via the SDAImpl counterpart rather than directly in the SDA. The skeleton is registered in the RMIRegistry, thus its methods can be invoked remotely. It exports a method for receiving and storing method invocation requests (insert).
SDAImpl skeletons are realized in a manner similar to Opus SDA objects (cf. Section 2; a detailed discussion can be found in 6 ). In particular, a skeleton contains MI queues for managing execution records and operates an execution thread which is spawned upon creation. Method invocation re-quests are processed in a way similar to the Opus Server Thread: the insert method creates an execution record which contains references to the method to be executed, the input parameters, and some internal management data. This record is inserted into the inqueue of the skeleton. The execution thread retrieves the record from the inqueue and, after checking the associated condition clause (which is a logical function with the same name as the guarded method, post xed with \ cond"), invokes the method in the SDA object exploiting Java's re ection mechanism. The skeleton also transfers results of a method execution back to the caller.
Finally, the OpusJava system requires an SDA Server which is a daemon that is installed on any system which may participate in an OpusJava program execution. This daemon is responsible for creating and terminating SDA objects for which two RMI methods (create and terminate) are exported.
In general, any Java object can be created as an SDA. The create method of the SDA Server, which is activated by the constructor of an SDA stub, has 3 arguments: the name of the SDA type, an array of input arguments for the SDA's constructor, and the number of processors to be used. Java's re ection mechanism is exploited to check whether appropriate classes are available. If not, dynamic class loading can be used to load the classes from user speci ed resources on demand. Subsequently, a new SDAImpl object is created, which in turn creates the new SDA object using the supplied arguments for the SDA's constructor. The SDAImpl object acts as a skeleton for the SDA and is registered in the RMIRegistry. The registered name is sent back to the caller, thus completing the create method.
In order to make Opus (i.e. F90 or HPF) SDAs accessible from OpusJava, the Opus compiler generates the necessary stubs and wrappers. More specifically, on the Java side additional Java SDA classes are generated that serve as wrappers to Opus objects. For every Opus SDA type, a Java counterpart is generated which is instantiated as an SDA (thus together with its associated SDAImpl object) for every Opus SDA object. Methods of these objects can be invoked just as of any other OpusJava SDA. However, instead of serving the request directly, it is forwarded to the wrapped Opus SDA. In doing so, the involved data is converted by means of C wrappers.
These C wrappers are generated by the Opus compiler and are based upon a generic JNI interface de ned for OpusJava. Hence, all the required JNI compilation can be done when installing the framework rather than for every application. In particular, the wrappers marshal and unmarshal method arguments and construct the required Opus execution records.
On the Opus side, an external SDA stub is provided which is an Opus SDA through which external requests are routed. This stub acts as a multiplexer paper: submitted to World Scienti c on October 25, 1999 that transfers OpusJava requests obtained from the C wrappers directly to the respective Opus SDA and vice versa. For an Opus application, the stub appears as a normal SDA, thus any request admissible to SDAs can be posed to the stub, as well. But rather than serving the request directly, the stub routes it through the C wrappers to the associated OpusJava SDA for service.
Application Example and Experiments
We implemented a prototype of the OpusJava framework using the Java 2 platform and extended our Opus compiler 6 to provide the necessary interfaces. With this prototype environment we realized the coordination part of a simple online monitoring and steering application. Figure 1 to 3 illustrate the OpusJava/Opus skeletons: The main program (Figure 3) , which is written in Java, instantiates a data parallel Opus simulation (Figure 1 ) with which it exchanges information via a bu er (Figure 2 ) that is used to temporarily store the actual status of the simulation as well as parameters that might be changed during a simulation run. Note, that the SDA constructors (line 4 and 6 of Figure 3 ) receive information about the machine to be used for object creation as well as the number of processors available to the HPF parts.
Based on these skeletons we measured the time needed for synchronous method invocation between (a) 2 OpusJava SDAs and (b) an OpusJava SDA and an Opus SDA, respectively, using two SUN Ultra 10 workstations connected by fast-Ethernet. The size of the input/output data set was in the range of 0 to 2000 oats. Figure 4 shows the mean time elapsed and, for comparison, the pure MPI based Opus results. Note, that these timings re ect the full OpusJava mechanisms as described above rather than pure communication times. Method invocation in pure OpusJava (a) is about a factor of 5 slower than in the Opus (MPI) version, however, using the full Opus interface (b) does not lead to a signi cant additional overhead; thus, the performance of OpusJava is almost exclusively bound to the performance of the underlying JVM. The overhead compared to MPI is on the one hand due to the unsatisfactory RMI performance for larger input data and on the other hand due to the less e cient thread implementation of Java. We expect the overhead to decrease when optimized Java thread implementations will be available and advanced RMI implementations 8 will be exploited.
Related Work
In this section we brie y review some systems, ranging from low level services and middle-ware to high level languages, that have been developed to support Low level systems that support interoperation among heterogeneous components, such as Globus 9 and Corba 10 , often lack e cient support for data parallel components and do not provide a high level hybrid programming model. In addition, interoperation with existing libraries is sometimes hampered. Nexus (the Globus communication module), for instance, prevents the exploitation of libraries (such as MPI) tuned to speci c machine. Nevertheless, parts of these low level systems may well be exploited in higher level approaches like OpusJava in a selective way. The resource manager or the security module of Globus, for example, are valuable tools for OpusJava. Corba based communication could be exploited within OpusJava instead of Java's RMI, as well.
Higher level approaches such as Legion 11 , which is based on a distributed object model, are more convenient to use than Globus or Corba. While Legion has similar aims as OpusJava, it lacks high level coordination of asynchronous remote procedure calls. In addition, Legion has problems with the integration of optimized data parallel code. In particular, Legion requires parallel libraries like MPI to be emulated using the underlying Legion runtime library. Moreover, parallel objects appear as simple sequential ones to other Legion objects which prevents e.g. optimized communication schedules between all components of such objects. Opus already supports data parallel objects and a port of this feature to OpusJava is planned in the near future.
The community has also seen the bene ts of Java for coordinating distributed tasks resulting in a number of frameworks such as WebFlow 12 and JavaParty 13 . WebFlow is a high level graphical programming and program composition tool that exploits Java and builds upon Globus as back-end system, while JavaParty extends the Java programming language introducing transparent remote objects. Both approaches support language interoperability and high level composition techniques, however they lack e cient integration of data parallel modules and do not provide a comprehensive programming model supporting hybrid forms of parallelism.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented OpusJava, a comprehensive programming model that supports hybrid parallelism (task and data parallelism) in the context of a multi-lingual framework for dynamic distributed high performance computing. In particular, OpusJava provides high level communication and coordination means and allows a seamless and e cient integration of high performance (Opus) components in larger, distributed environments. These high performance components need not be changed and can still exploit highly optimized communication mechanisms available on their target platforms. The user of OpusJava can focus on the algorithmic problem: all low level details like communication, RMI mechanisms, data format conversions, or JNI are completely transparent. Moreover, OpusJava employs Java's dynamic class loading features, which allow new modules to be plugged into a running application dynamically.
Future work will focus on the optimization of the currently RMI based OpusJava method invocation implementation by employing optimizations to enhance Java's object serialization and RMI mechanisms 8 . We will also in-vestigate the use of Corba and JINI in this context. Moreover, we study the use of HPJava 7 for specifying data parallel Java SDAs.
